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Abstract 
Various characterizations of the class of exponentiated distributions are presented.  These characterizations 
are based on a simple relationship between two truncated moments and based on functions of the thn  order 
statistic. The results are applied to certain well-known members of this class. 
1.   Introduction 
The problem of characterizing a distribution is an important problem which has recently 
attracted the attention of many researchers.  Thus, various characterizations have been 
established in many different directions. 
 
Recently, the Fa - distributions (or exponentiated distributions, defined below) have 
been shown to have a wide domain of applicability, in particular in modeling and analysis 
of life time data.  Let  F   be an absolutely continuous  cdf   (cumulative distribution 
function) with support on  ( ),a b  , where the interval may be unbounded, and let  a   be a 
positive real number.  The random variable  X   has  an  Fa - distribution if its  cdf  , 
denoted by ,XF  is given by ( ) ( ) ( )= =XF x F x F x
aa é ùë û . The class of F
a - distributions 
contains certain well-known distributions for which their  cdf  ' s  have closed forms (see, 
e.g. Gupta et al. (1998), Gupta and Kundu (1999, 2000, 2001, 2007) and Nadarajah 
(2011)). For further details and the domain of applicability of this class, we refer the 
interested reader to the above mentioned articles and the most recent work of Shakil and 
Ahsanullah (2012). In the statistical applications where the underlying distribution is 
assumed to be an Fa - distribution, the investigator needs to verify that this distribution 
is in fact the desired Fa - distribution. To this end the investigator has to rely on the 
characterizations of the underlying distribution and determine if the corresponding 
conditions are satisfied. So, the problem of characterizing Fa - distribution becomes 
essential. Our objective here, is to present characterizations of Fa - distributions. We 
shall do this in two different directions as discussed in Section 2 below. 
 
The pdf   (probability density function), Xf  , of an  F
a - distribution, XF  , with base  
cdf   F  ,  is given by 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1= , < < , 1.1Xf x f x F x a x b
a
a
-
 
where  f   is the  pdf   corresponding to the  cdf   F  . 
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2.   Characterization Results 
As we mentioned in the previous section, the  Fa - distributions have applications in 
many fields of study, which have been mentioned in Shakil and Ahsanullah (2012) and 
the references therein.  So, an investigator will be vitally interested to know if their model 
fits the requirements of  Fa - distribution.  To this end, the investigator relies on 
characterizations of this distribution, which provide conditions under which the 
underlying distribution is indeed an  Fa - distribution.  In this section we will present 
various characterizations of the  Fa - distributions. 
 
Throughout this section we assume, when necessary, that the base distribution  F   is 
twice differentiable on its support. 
2.1.  Characterization based on two truncated moments 
In this subsection we present characterizations of the  Fa - distributions in terms of 
truncated moments.  We like to mention here the works of Galambos and Kotz (1978), 
Kotz and Shanbhag (1980), Glänzel (1988, 1987 and 1990), Glänzel et al. (1994), 
Glänzel et al. (1984), Glänzel and Hamedani (2001) and Hamedani (1993, 2002 and 
2006) in this direction.  Our characterization results presented here will employ an 
interesting result due to Glänzel (1987) (Theorem G below).   
Theorem G.   Let  ( ), ,W P   be a given probability space and let  [ ]= ,H a b   be an 
interval for some  <a b   ( )= , = mightaswellbeallowed .a b-¥ ¥   Let  :X HW ®   be a 
continuous random variable with the distribution function  F   and let  g   and  h   be two 
real functions defined on  H   such that 
( ) ( )| = |g X X x h X X x³ ³é ù é ùë û ë ûE E  ( ) ,xh       x HÎ  ,   
is defined with some real function  h  .   Assume that  g  ,  ( )1h C HÎ  ,  ( )2C Hh Î   and  
F   is twice continuously differentiable and strictly monotone function on the set  H  .   
Finally, assume that the equation  =h gh   has no real solution in the interior of  H  .   
Then  F   is uniquely determined by the functions g ,  h   and  h  ,  particularly 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )= exp ,
'
x
a
u
F x C s u du
u h u g u
h
h
-
-ò  
where the function  s   is  a solution of the differential equation  =
'
' hs
h g
h
h -
  and  C   is a 
constant, chosen to make  = 1
H
dFò  .  
Remarks 2.1.1.   ( )a   In Theorem G, the interval  H   need not be closed.  ( )b   The goal 
is to have the function  h   as simple as possible.  For a more detailed discussion on the 
choice of  h ,  we refer the reader to  Glänzel and Hamedani (2001) and Hamedani (1993, 
2002 and 2006). 
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Proposition 2.1.2.  Let  ( ): ,X a bW ®   be a continuous random variable, F   an 
absolutely continuous  cdf   with  pdf   f    and let  ( ) = 1h x   and  ( ) =
x
a
g x ò  
( ) ( )( ) 1f u F u dua -   for  ( ), .x a bÎ   The  pdf   of  X   is  ( )1.1   if and only if the 
function  h   defined in Theorem G has the form 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 11 1= ), < < .
2 2
x
a
x f u F u du a x b
a
h
a
-
+ ò  
 
Proof.  Let  X   have  pdf   ( )1.1  ,  then 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1 | = 1 , < < ,X XF x h X X x F x a x b- ³ -é ùë ûE  
and 
( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
1
2
1 |
=
1 1= = 1 , < < ,
2
X
b t
Xx a
b
X Xx
F x g X X x
f u F u duf t dt
F t f t dt F x a x b
a
a a
-
- ³é ùë û
-
ò ò
ò
E
 
and finally 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 11 1= 0 < < .
2
x
a
x h x g x f u F u du for a x b
a
h
a
-æ ö- - ¹ç ÷
è øò  
 
Conversely,  if  h   is given as above, then 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
1
1
= = ,
1
'
'
x
a
f x F xx h x
s x
x h x g x f u F u du
a
a
h
h
a
-
-- æ ö-ç ÷
è øò
 
and hence 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 11= ln , < < .x
a
s x f u F u du a x b
a
a
-æ ö- -ç ÷
è øò  
Now, in view of Theorem G (with =C a ) ,  X   has  pdf   ( )1.1  . 
Corollary 2.1.3.  Let  ( ): ,X a bW ®   be a continuous random variable and let  ( ) = 1h x   
for  ( ),x a bÎ  .   The  pdf   of  X   is  ( )1.1   if and only if there exist functions  g   and  
h   defined in Theorem G satisfying the differential equation 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
1
1
= , < < .
1
'
x
a
f x F xx
a x b
x g x f u F u du
a
a
h
h
a
-
-- æ ö-ç ÷
è øò
 
Remark 2.1.4.  The general solution of the differential equation given in Corollary 2.1.3 
is 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
1
1 11= ,
x
a
x f u F u du g x f x F x dx D
a a
h
a
-
- -æ ö é ù- - +ç ÷ ë ûè øò ò  
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for  < <a x b  , where  D   is a constant. One set of appropriate functions is given in 
Proposition 2.1.2 with  2
1= .
2
D
a
 
Remark 2.1.5.   Due to the generality of the expression for the  Fa - distributions (being 
a power of a given base cdf ), the statement of Proposition 2.1.2  is given in a general 
form in which we assume  ( ) = 1h x  for  ( ),x a bÎ .  We will, however, take different  
( )h x  and  ( )g x   for the special cases that we characterize below in the interest of having   
( )xh   as simple as possible. 
( )I   Generalized Exponential (GE) or Exponentiated Exponential (EE) Distribution. 
The  cdf   and  pdf   for this subclass of  Fa - distributions are given , respectively, by 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 1
= = 1 , 0,
= 1 , > 0,
x
X
x x
X
F x F x e x
f x e e x
aa l
al lal
-
-- -
- ³é ùë û
-
 
where  l  ,  a   are positive parameters. 
 
Proposition 2.1.2 with  ( ) ( ) ( 1)= 1 xh x e al - ---  ,  ( ) ( ) ( 1)= 1 xg x x e al - ---  and  
( ) 1=x xh
l
+  , gives a characterization of this subclass of distributions. 
( )II   Exponentiated Weibull (EW) Distribution. 
The  cdf   and  pdf   for this subclass of  Fa - distributions are given , respectively, by 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 11
= = 1 , 0,
= 1 , > 0,
x
X
x x
X
F x F x e x
f x x e e x
ada l
ad dd l lald
-
-
- - -
- ³é ùë û
-
 
where  l  ,  a  ,  d   are positive parameters. 
 
Proposition 2.1.2 with  ( ) ( ) ( 1)= 1 xh x e adl - ---  ,  ( ) ( ) ( 1)= 1 xg x x e adl - ---  and  
( ) 1=
xex x
dl
d
h
dl
+  1;xdl
d
æ öGç ÷
è ø
  where  ( ) 1; = v
u
u v e dvbb
¥ - -G ò  , gives a characterization of 
this subclass of distributions. 
 
Note that for  = 1d   we have the case ( )I  above and for  = 2d  , Burr Type X  or 
Generalized Rayleigh (GR) distribution is a special case of (EW).  
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( )III   Exponentiated Pareto or Lomax (EP or EL) Distribution. 
The  cdf   and  pdf   for this subclass of  Fa - distributions are given , respectively, by 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( 1)1
= = , 0,
= , > 0,
X
X
F x F x x x x
f x x x x
aa ad d
aad d
l
adl l
-
- +-
+ ³é ùë û
+
 
where  l  ,  a  ,  d   are positive parameters. 
 
Let  g   be an arbitrary positive real number.  Proposition 2.1.2 with  >d g ,  
( ) ( )( 1)( 1)=h x x x aa d d l +- + + ,  ( ) ( )( 1)( 1)=g x x x aa d g d l -- + + + ,  and  ( ) =x xgdh
d g
æ ö
ç ÷-è ø
, 
gives a characterization of this subclass of distributions.  Another version of (EP or EL) 
has  cdf   ( ) ( )= 1 1 ,XF x x
ab-é ù- +ë û   0x ³   for which ( )h x ,  ( )g x   and  ( )xh   can be 
defined as well. 
( )IV   Generalized Generalized Logistic (GGL) Distribution. 
The  cdf   and  pdf   for this subclass of  Fa - distributions are given , respectively, by 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( 1)1
= 1 , ,
= 1 , ,
x
X
x x
X
F x e x
f x x e e x
adl
ad dd l ladl
-
-
- +
- - -
+ Î
+ Î
R
R
 
where  l  ,  a  > 0  and  d   a positive odd integer, are parameters. 
 
Proposition 2.1.2 with  ( ) ( )( 1)= 1 xh x e adl +-+ ,  ( ) ( )( 1)= 1 xg x x e adl +-+ ,  and  
( ) 1=
xex x
dl
d
h
dl
+  1;xdl
d
æ öGç ÷
è ø
, gives a characterization of this subclass of distributions.  
For  = 1d  , the corresponding distribution is called Generalized Logistic (GL), so for  d   
a positive odd integer we call the corresponding distribution (GGL). 
Remark 2.1.6.   Clearly there are other suitable functions  ( )h x  ,  ( )g x   and  ( )xh   for 
the above special cases  ( ) ( ).I IV-  
2.2.  Characterization based on truncated moments of certain functions of the 
thn  
order statistic 
Let  1: 2: :...n n n nX X X£ £ £   be  n   order statistics from an F
a - distribution with base  
cdf   .F   We present here a characterization result for  Fa - distributions based on 
truncated moments of the thn  order statistic. We refer the reader to  Ahsanullah and 
Hamedani (2007), Hamedani et al. (2008) and Hamedani (2010), among others, for 
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characterizations of other well-known continuous distributions in this direction. The 
proof of the following proposition is similar to that of Theorem 2.5 of Hamedani (2010) 
in which  ( ) =k x xd   for some  > 0.d   We give a brief proof of the general ( )k x , 
however, for the sake of completeness. 
Proposition 2.2.1.  Let  ( ): ,X a bW ®  be a continuous random variable with Fa -
distribution XF  and ( )k x   be a differentiable function such that  
( ) ( )( ) = 0.lim nx a Xk x F x®   Let  ( ),q x n   be a real-valued function which is differentiable 
with respect to  x   and  ( )
( )
=
,
'
b
a
k x
dx
q x n
¥ò  .  Then 
[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ): :( ) | < = , , < < , 2.2.1n n n nk X X t k t q t n a t b-E  
implies that 
  ( ) ( )( )
( )
( )
1
,
= exp , .
, ,
'n b
X x
q b n k t
F x dt x a
q x n nq t n
æ ö ì üï ï- ³ç ÷ í ýç ÷ ï ïè ø î þ
ò  
Proof.  Condition  ( )2.2.1   and the assumption  ( ) ( )( ) = 0lim nx a Xk x F x®   imply 
         ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )= , . 2.2.2t n n' X Xak x F x dx q t n F tò  
Differentiating  ( )2.2.2   with respect to  t  , we obtain 
         ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
,
= . 2.2.3
, ,
'
X
X
q t nf t k tt
F t nq t n nq t n
¶
¶+  
Integrating  ( )2.2.3   with respect to  t  , from  x   to  b  , results in 
  ( ) ( )( )
( )
( )
1
,
= exp , .
, ,
'n b
X x
q b n k t
F x dt x a
q x n nq t n
æ ö ì üï ï- ³ç ÷ í ýç ÷ ï ïè ø î þ
ò  
Remarks 2.2.2.  ( )i   In Proposition 2.2.1 , the interval  ( ),a b   is allowed to be 
unbounded, as we mentioned in the Introduction.  ( )ii   In Hamedani (2010), the author 
did not have any applications of their Theorem 2.5.  We are now pleased to see that 
there are distributions for which Proposition 2.2.1 (or Theorem 2.5) can be employed to 
characterize them.  We now present characterizations of Fa - distributions ( ) ( )I IV-   
(see our Remark 2.1.5) based on certain functions of the  thn   order statistic, :n nX  .   It is 
rather straightforward to show that the conditions of Proposition 2.2.1 are satisfied in 
cases  ( )I  ,  ( )II   and  ( )IV .  The case  ( )III   requires rewriting  ( )XF x   in slightly 
different form  ( ( ) ( )( )1= 1XF x x adl l -- + ) and regrouping terms appropriately to 
show that the conditions as well as conclusion of Proposition 2.2.1 are satisfied. 
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( )I   For  ( ) ( )= 1 xk x e al--   and  ( ) ( )1, = 11
xq x n e
n
al--
+
 , ( )2.2.1  provides a 
characterization of (GE or EE) distributions.  For  ( ) ( )= 1 xk x e l--   and  
( ) ( )1, = 11
xq x n e
n
l
a
--
+
 , ( )2.2.1  provides a characterization of (GE or EE) 
distributions as well.    
( )II   For ( ) ( )= 1 xk x e adl--   and  ( ) ( )1, = 11 xq x n en
adl--
+
 , ( )2.2.1  provides a 
characterization of (EW) distributions.   As expected the functions ( ) ( )= 1 xk x e dl--   
and  ( ) ( )1, = 11
xq x n e
n
l
a
--
+
  will work as well. 
( )III   For  ( ) ( ) 1=k x xd l -+   and  ( ) ( ) ( )
11, = 1
1
q x n x x
n
d d
l a
-
- +
+
 ,  ( )2.2.1  provides 
a characterization of (EP or EL) distributions. 
( )IV   For ( ) ( ) 1= 1 xk x e dl --+   and  ( ) ( ) 11, = 11 xq x n en
dl
a
-
-+
+
 , ( )2.2.1  provides a 
characterization of (GGL) distributions. 
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